
Section 6
Underline the subordinate clause in this 
sentence.

After walking out of the shop, the man 
dropped his box of oranges.

Year 4 Autumn Term 1 SPaG Mat 5

Section 5
Sort these words into the table:

into    strict   near   busy 

Section 2
Can you insert the possessive 
apostrophe in the correct place in 
this sentence?

T h e  p e a c o c k s  f e a t h e r s   

a r e  e x t r e m e l y  e l e g a n t. 

Section 1
Add in the missing verb to create a present 
perfect sentence.

The school cook                         

baked a delicious cottage pie.

Section 3
Write the plural forms of 
these singular nouns:

deer -   

wolf -   

sheep -  

Section 4
Mr Whoops has got in a terrible muddle with 
his ‘el’, ‘al’ and ‘le’ endings. Can you help him 
to match each definition with the correct ‘el’, 
‘le’ or ‘al’ ending?

The measurement of a turn.  ang             

An underground passage.  tunn               adjective preposition



Section 6
Underline the subordinate clause in this 
sentence.

After walking out of the shop, the man 
dropped his box of oranges.

Year 4 Autumn Term 1 SPaG Mat 5

Section 5
Sort these words into the table:

into    strict   near   busy 

Section 2
Can you insert the possessive 
apostrophe in the correct place in 
this sentence?

T h e  p e a c o c k ' s  f e a t h e r s   
a r e  e x t r e m e l y  e l e g a n t. 

Section 1
Add in the missing verb to create a present 
perfect sentence.

The school cook has baked a 

delicious cottage pie.

Section 3
Write the plural forms of 
these singular nouns:

deer - deer 

wolf - wolves 

sheep - sheep

Section 4
Mr Whoops has got in a terrible muddle with 
his ‘el’, ‘al’ and ‘le’ endings. Can you help him 
to match each definition with the correct ‘el’, 
‘le’ or ‘al’ ending?

The measurement of a turn.  angle 

An underground passage.  tunnel adjective preposition

strict into

busy near



Section 6
Rewrite this sentence and add a 
subordinate clause.
The man dropped his box of oranges.
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Section 5
Sort these words into the table:

into    strict   near   busy 

Add another word to each column.

Section 2
Can you write a sentence containing 
a possessive apostrophe about the 
feathers that belong to the peacock?

 

 

 

 

Section 1
Add in the missing verbs to create a 
present perfect sentence.

The school cook      

     a delicious cottage pie.

Section 3
Write the plural forms of 
these singular nouns:

sheep -   

deer -   

man -  

Section 4
Mr Whoops has got in a terrible muddle with 
his ‘el’, ‘al’ and ‘le’ endings. Can you help him 
to match each definition with the correct ‘el’, 
‘le’ or ‘al’ ending?

The measurement of a turn.  ang             

An underground passage.  tunn               

A squashed circle.  ov           

adjective preposition



Section 6
Rewrite this sentence and 
add a subordinate clause.
The man dropped his box 
of oranges.
Accept any correctly punctuated 
sentence with a subordinate clause 
either before or after the main clause, 
e.g.   After walking out of the shop, the 
man dropped his box of oranges. 
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Section 5
Sort these words into the table:

Accept any adjectives and 
prepositions added to the correct 
column.

Section 2
Can you write a sentence containing 
a possessive apostrophe about the 
feathers that belong to the peacock?

Accept any singular 
possessive apostrophe 
sentence, e.g. The 
peacock’s feathers are 
extremely elegant. 

Section 1
Add in the missing verbs to create a 
present perfect sentence.

Accept any answer which includes the verb 
‘has’ and any verb pertaining to cooking, 
e.g. has baked; has made; has cooked.

Section 3
Write the plural forms of 
these singular nouns:

sheep - sheep 

deer - deer 

man - men

Section 4
Mr Whoops has got in a terrible muddle with 
his ‘el’, ‘al’ and ‘le’ endings. Can you help him 
to match each definition with the correct ‘el’, 
‘le’ or ‘al’ ending?

The measurement of a turn.  angle 

An underground passage.  tunnel 

A squashed circle.  oval

adjective preposition

strict into

busy near



Section 6
Write a sentence with a subordinate 
clause about this picture.
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Section 5
Sort these words into the table:

into    strict   near   busy 

Add another word to each column.

Section 2
Can you write a sentence containing 
a possessive apostrophe about the 
feathers that belong to the peacock?

 

 

 

Section 1
Create a present perfect sentence to 
describe this picture:

 

 

 

Section 3
Write the plural forms of these singular 
nouns:

sheep -   

deer -   

man -  

Can you think of another noun that 
changes into an irregular plural?

 
Section 4
Mr Whoops has got in a terrible 
muddle with his ‘el’, ‘al’ and ‘le’ 
endings. Can you help him to 
match each definition with the 
correct ‘el’, ‘le’ or ‘al’ ending?

The measurement of a turn.  ang             

An underground passage.  tunn               

A squashed circle.  ov           

Can you list another el, le and al word?

 

 

adjective preposition



Section 6
Write a sentence with a subordinate 
clause about this picture.
Accept any correctly-punctuated 
sentence with a subordinate clause 
either before or after the main clause, 
e.g.   After walking out 
of the shop, the man 
dropped his box of 
oranges.
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Section 5
Sort these words into the table:

Add another word to each column.

Accept any adjectives and 
prepositions added to the correct 
column.

Section 2
Can you write a sentence containing 
a possessive apostrophe about the 
feathers that belong to the peacock?

Accept any singular possessive 
apostrophe sentence, e.g. The 
peacock’s feathers are extremely 
elegant.

Section 1
Create a present perfect sentence to 
describe this picture:

Accept any present perfect 
sentence (with has/have + past 
participle), e.g. The school cook 
has baked a delicious cottage pie.

Section 3
Write the plural forms of these singular 
nouns:

sheep - sheep 

deer - deer 

man - men

Can you think of another noun that 
changes into an irregular plural?
Accept any other irregular plural, eg. 
child/children, cactus/cacti, etc.

Section 4
Mr Whoops has got in a terrible 
muddle with his ‘el’, ‘al’ and ‘le’ 
endings. Can you help him to 
match each definition with the 
correct ‘el’, ‘le’ or ‘al’ ending?

The measurement of a turn.  angle 

An underground passage.  tunnel 

A squashed circle.  oval

Can you list another el, le and al word?
Accept any correctly-spelt el/al/le words.

adjective preposition

strict into

busy near
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